Pre-processing stages such as filtering, segmentation and feature extraction form important stages before the use of artificial neural networks in pattern recognition or feature vectors classification. The paper is devoted to analysis of preprocessing stages before the application of artificial neural networks in pattern recognition by Kohonen's method and to numerical comparison of results of classification. All algorithms proposed are applied for a biomedical image processing in the MATLAB environment.
Introduction
Nowadays, artificial neural networks (ANN) are applicable in many scientific fields such as medicine, computer science, neuroscience and engineering. It is believed that they will receive extensive application to biomedical systems and engineering. They can be also applied in information processing system to solve pattern analysis problems or feature vectors classification [1] for example. This paper describes pre-processing stages before the use of artificial neural networks that include (i) filtering tools to reject noise, (ii) image segmentation to divide the image area into separate regions of interest, and (iii) the use of mathematical method for extraction of feature vectors from each image segment. The set of feature vectors form finally the pattern matrix as the input to the artificial neural networks for their classification. This process is followed by the application of ANN for classification of feature vectors by the unsupervised learning process based on the Kohonen's method. All algorithms used were designed in the Matlab environment.
Mathematical Background
The mathematical methods used include the discrete Fourier transform for signal analysis, application of difference equations for digital filtering and optimization methods for training of artificial neural networks.
Discrete Fourier Transform in Signal Analysis
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is a method used almost in all branches of engineering and science [2] . It is a basic operation for transform of the ordered sequence of data samples from the time domain into the frequency domain to distinguish its frequency components [3] . Discrete Fourier transform algorithms include both the direct and the inverse discrete Fourier transform, which converts the result of direct transform back into the time domain. The discrete Fourier transform of the signal {x(n)}, n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1, is defined [4] by relation
where k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. The inverse discrete Fourier transform of a sequence {X(k)}, k = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1 is defined [4] by formula
where n = 0, 1, ..., N − 1.
Digital Filters
Filtering is the most common form of signal processing used in many applications including telecommunications, speech processing, biomedical systems, image processing, etc. to remove the frequency components in certain regions and to improve the magnitude, phase, or group delay in other signal spectrum ranges [5] .
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters [5] or non-recursive filters do not have feed back and input-output relation is defined by equation
where {y(n)} and {x(n)} are output and input sequences respectively and M is the filter order. Fig. 1 displays the given sequence, output of FIR filter and both the frequency response of the FIR filter and frequency spectrum of the given sequence. Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters [4] or recursive filters have feedback from the output to input. They can be described by the following general equation
Owing to the lower number of necessary coefficients to obtain similar accuracy the IIR filters are more efficient and faster requiring less storage comparing to FIR filters. On the other hand while FIR filters are always stable the IIR filters can become unstable [4] .
Principle of Neural Networks
Following subsections are devoted to mathematical description of ANN and to the selected problems of unsupervised learning by the Kohonen's method for classification of feature vectors.
Mathematical Description of Neural Networks
An artificial neural network is an adaptive mathematical model or a computational structure that is designed to simulate a system of biological neurons to transfer an information from its input to output in a desired way [6] . In the following description small (italic) letters are used for scalars, small (bold, nonitalic) letters for vectors and capital (BOLD, nonitalic) letters for matrices. Basic neuron structures [7] include
• Single-Input Neuron (Fig. 2(a) ): The scalar input p is multiplied by the scalar weight w. The bias b is then added to the product w p by the summing junction and the transfer function f is then applied for n=wp+b. This transfer function is typically a step function or a sigmoidal function shifted by value of b producing the output a.
• Multiple-Input Neuron (Fig. 2(b) ): Individual inputs forming a vector p=[p 1 , p 2 , ..., p R ] are multiplied by weights w=[w 1,1 , w 1,2 , ..., w 1,R ] and then fed to the summing junction. The bias b is then added to the product w p forming value
which can be written in the following matrix form
This value is then processed by the non-linear transfer function to form the neuron output
• Layer of Neurons (Fig. 2(c) ): Each element of the input vector p is connected to each neuron using coefficients of the weight matrix W. The i-th neuron has a summer that gathers its weighted inputs and bias to form its own scalar output n(i) of an S-element net vector n n = W p + b (8) This value is then processed by the non-linear transfer function to form the neuron output a = f (W p + b)
The row indices on the elements of matrix W indicate the destination neuron of the weight and the column indices indicate which source is the input for that weight [7] .
• Multiple Layers of Neurons (Fig. 2(d) ): Each layer has its own weight matrix W, its own bias vector b, a net input vector n and an output vector a. The weight matrix for the first layer can be denoted as W (1) , the weight matrix for the second layer as W (2) , etc. The network has R inputs, S (1) neurons in the first layer, S (2) neurons in the second layer, etc. The outputs of layers one and two are the inputs for layers two and three. Thus layer 2 can be viewed as a one-layer network with R = S (1) inputs, S = S (2) neurons and weight matrix W (2) of size S (1) ×S (2) . The layer 2 has input a (1) and output a (2) . The layers of a multilayer network play different roles. A layer that produces the network output is called an output layer while other layers are called hidden layers. The three layer network has one output layer (layer 3) and two hidden layers (layer 1 and 2) [7].
Unsupervised Learning
Data clustering forms a basic application of unsupervised learning called also the learning without any external teacher and target vectors using one-layer network having R inputs and S outputs. Each input column vector p=[p 1 , p 2 , ..., p R ] forming the pattern matrix P is classified into the suitable cluster using the Kohonen's method and the weight matrix W S,R . The competitive learning algorithm [8] includes the following basic steps 
where η is the learning rate
Image Segmentation
Image segmentation [9] forms an important step to image regions classification. The Watershed transform (WT) can be used to contribute to this task as it can find the watershed ridges in an image. It assigns zero to all ridges detected and it assigns the same unique labels to all points inside separate catchment basins (regions) using the gray-scale image as a topological surface. The Distance transform (DT) forms the fundamental part of the Watershed transform used for the binary image [9, 10] and based upon the calculation of Euclidean distance of each pixel to the nearest pixel with the value 1. Result of this transformation [10] is formed by
where a i,j is each pixel and a k,l is nearest pixel for i = 1, 2, ..., M and j = 1, 2, ..., N . Application of defined formula by Eq. (12) is showed in following example of matrix 
Results
The pre-processing stages of image filtering, segmentation, and feature extraction were applied for real biomedical images of size 128 × 128 to enable the following classification by artificial neural networks discussed. Fig. 4 presents the set of all these processes applied for a biomedical image (a) and results of its median filtering (b), segmentation by the Watershed transfom (c), image segments DFT features (d) and results of classification using artificial neural networks and Kohonen's learning rule (e). In the present study the median filtering has been used and results compared with other methods. A special attention has been paid to estimation of image regions properties. Both DFT and selected statistical characteristics have been used to form feature vectors of all segments of the image. To allow visualization of results only two features were selected to form feature matrix
Then the matrix W S,2 was used to classify image features into S classes.
The learning process has been based upon the Kohonen's method to classify feature vectors with a selected result on Fig. 4(e) . The calculation of a typical structure is done in every cluster by 
The feature vector with the least distance in the cluster points to the typical pattern. Evaluating the mean distance for every cluster by relation
where N stands for the number of pattern values in the selected class it is possible to detect the cluster compactness.
The quality of the separation process is then evaluated using the mean distances of patterns in all classes and distances of their gravity centers.
Conclusion
Further studies will be devoted to the use of different mathematical methods for obtaining compact cluster allowing the efficient classification.
